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Live updatesLive updates, Netanyahu’s Rafah threat raises questions over Gaza truce talks: Hamas
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WATCH: Gaza is gas rich but in ruins
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‘Flagrant violations’: Turkey imposes export restrictions on Israel
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Israeli forces attack Syrian army positions overnight
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WATCH: Nicaragua to ICJ – End Germany’s support of Israeli ‘genocide’ in Gaza
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Father of Israeli captive: Government ‘not keeping its word’
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‘On borrowed time’: World marks new global heat record in March


‘On borrowed time’: World marks new global heat record in March
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	EXPLAINER

Why a Sri Lankan island is sparking an Indian election controversy
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Video Duration 02 minutes 45 seconds 02:45	
In Indonesia and Malaysia, beauty is big business during Eid al-Fitr
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	Photos: Mexico, US, Canada mesmerised by rare total solar eclipse


	From unfair trade to TikTok: US Treasury Secretary Yellen’s China trip


	Biden unveils $6.6bn for Taiwan’s TSMC to ramp up US chip production


	‘Accepted in both [worlds]’: Indonesia’s Chinese Muslims prepare for Eid



Must Read
	Indigenous people in Philippines’s north ‘ready to fight’ as tensions rise
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	In Michigan, a Ramadan like no other as Muslims grapple with Gaza’s siege


	Where Rwanda’s genocide perpetrators and survivors live side by side
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	Eid Mubarak: Hear greetings in different languages
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	Mexico to Iran, why are attacks on embassies so controversial?


	What caused the Rwandan genocide 30 years ago?
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Opinion by Hamza KarčićHamza Karčić	[image: Haythem Guesmi]Tunisia’s Saied is a hypocrite on Palestine
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	Is Myanmar’s military losing ground?
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Video Duration 28 minutes 00 seconds 28:00	Moment total solar eclipse occurs in North America
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Video Duration 00 minutes 59 seconds 00:59	British runner completes challenge to run length of Africa

[image: Britain's Russ Cook becomes the first person to run the entire length of Africa - Tunisia - April 7, 2024 Britain's Russ Cook reacts after becoming the first person to run the entire length of Africa.]





Video Duration 01 minutes 37 seconds 01:37	People see what’s left of homes in south Gaza after Israeli pullback
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How will Iran respond to Israel’s attack on its Damascus consulate?

Analysts say Iran faces pressure to respond to Israel assassinating a senior commander, but what are Tehran’s options?
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EXCLUSIVE

Philippines beefs up defences on its northernmost edge amid China tensions

Batanes could find itself on the doorstep of war should the South China Sea dispute escalate or China invade Taiwan.
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REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK

Rwanda genocide: ‘Frozen faces still haunt’ photojournalist, 30 years on

Jack Picone reflects on his journey through Rwanda in 1994, and the lifelong nightmares it has left him with.
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How one Mexican beach town saved itself from ‘death by tourism’

Stunning Puerto Escondido was on a direct path to destruction. But the community fought back – and won.
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Lebanon’s rock-climbing renaissance

In a small town in northern Lebanon, a community of rock climbers with its own unique philosophy is taking root.
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See full coverage
Biden unveils new plans to ease US student loan debt for millions
US president announces renewed effort to provide ‘life changing’ debt relief, a key issue for young voters.
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